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Hardwood Flooring
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Laminate Flooring
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Luxury Vinyl Flooring
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Natural Stone
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Engineered Stone & Quartz
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Room Visualizer

See our flooring in your room

Take a picture, choose your flooring, see it in your room!


Get Started
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				Flooring Liquidators, Flooring Superstore

				At Flooring Liquidators we've structured our business to provide the highest level of customer service in California. Our centrally located distribution center in Modesto acts as a hub for our retail stores, fleet of fully equipped in-home shopping vans and innovative e-commerce site. Our unique retail stores located throughout the valley are staffed by professionals with an average of ten years of flooring experience.

				For us, customer service is more than just structure. Today's flooring market is as diverse as it has ever been and making sense of what represents value to our customers is an integral part of our job. We import products from every part of the world but have not lost sight of the fact that brands matter to our customers. By selecting a mix of the top brands and the highest quality imports we're confident that we offer the best values in the flooring business.

			

			

		

		
			Customer Reviews

			
		
			
				 "Great prices. Great job. Great guys!" 

				- RANDY H

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I've been buying carpet and granite counter tops from Flooring Liquidators for several years, for multiple rental properties, and for my own home. I've always been very satisfied with the staff, the quality of materials and installations, and the price. " 

				- FRED P

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I was looking for hard to find engineered wood planks but did not know the part number. The FL rep helped me figure it out and place an order in less than 10 minutes. The product was a special order so the rep called the manufacturer to confirm they had it in stock. The order arrived on time as promised. The customer service was top notch." 

				- MARK B

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I had a good experience at Flooring Liquidators. The sales persons that I worked with were knowledgeable , couertous and professional." 

				- CORLESS C

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "Such a great experience helping me pick out my flooring. Price was great and payment over the phone was easy. Frank installed my floors. Loved him and his brother. Everything was done in 2.5 days. My house was left clean and his skills were perfection." 

				- CAROLYN P

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "Glenn is the best, I would like to say he goes out of his way to help, he is always helpfull, it just the way he is. A credit to your company." 

				- HERMAN B

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "Great prices and professional advice. " 

				- STEVE R

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I have purchased carpet along with installation from Flooring Liquidators for 3 different homes and have been very satisfied with their material, price, and installation. " 

				- DALE C

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I just love this company! Great prices and great customer service. I will be ordering from them in the future." 

				- TONI W

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "Pricing is very good. Bought online" 

				- SHYJU K

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "They did a great job. " 

				- TINA S

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I set out on this DIY project of re flooring two room where I took out a wall. A friend had recently used luxury vinyl flooring from coreTEC and I really liked it. So I began the hunt for the best deal. That is when I found Flooring Liquidators website. Living in Oregon they even shipped it to me for minimal price. I saved about $800 with their company. " 

				- SUZANNE W

			

			
				  

			

		
	
			
				 "I called to get a price match, and they were able to offer an even better price due to a promotion. You also can't beat the flat shipping rate they charge for such heavy freight." 

				- BRYAN H
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					25 years of serving our customers

					
					500,000 + satisfied customers

					FLOORING EXPERTS Have a question? We have your answers!

					FREE SAMPLES delivered direct or larger samples available at any of our 20 locations
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                Get Ready To Be Floored! Join our Insider's Club!
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	Questions? Call 1 (209) 222-6253
		Mon. - Sat. 9am - 5pm PST
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